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Once upon a time, arcade shooter gamers where you have to fend off impending waves of an alien menace, was all the rage, but
while retro may be old, it is never forgotten. 5d3b920ae0
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Very nice Space-Invaders clone. Easy 100% / 30min.. This is an extremely lazy port. Once the game is installed you are shown
the default Unity launcher screen, without even an image to fill the large vacant rectangle at the top of the launcher. Not
impressed so far but decided to soldier on. After beginning the game, I notice you cannot use the d-pad to play, only the
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analogue stick? Poor design choice as d-pads have greater fidelity which is why I always use them for this type of game.
Anyhoo, I try to exit the game, clearly again, not designed for PC when you need things like exit game buttons. They did
however shoehorn in Esc for exit in a very half-baked BOOM, game gone kind of way. So, Iu2019m back at the unfinished
default launcher. I click on the button config tab to configure the controls and discover that each in game action has multiple
assignments for the same action. I figure out which one is for the controller and change the d-pad to being my control choice.
Did I mention that for some strange reason the Y button is fire by default? And there is a button named fire, as-well-as buttons
for fire1, fire2, fire3. So, do I even need fire 1, 2, 3? Or just fire. Or is fire obsolete? And not fire1, fire2, and fire3? Oh, and
there is a jump button. Now, I only played this game for ten minutes, mostly in the launcher, so maybe you can jump in this
spaceship shooter. I have my doubts. It really is just a last minute, u201cHey, PC gaming is a thing lets make some money from
those losersu201d, kind of game. Hereu2019s a funny thing. After I changed the controls, up was down and down was up on the
menu, haha. No way to rectify this either. Hilarious. I might take my refund and throw it in a pond so that it doesnu2019t feel
like such a waste.. I didnt play yet alot,but game is amazing and infinite,u must buy it! 10/10 :D. I didnt play yet alot,but game is
amazing and infinite,u must buy it! 10/10 :D. This is an extremely lazy port. Once the game is installed you are shown the
default Unity launcher screen, without even an image to fill the large vacant rectangle at the top of the launcher. Not impressed
so far but decided to soldier on. After beginning the game, I notice you cannot use the d-pad to play, only the analogue stick?
Poor design choice as d-pads have greater fidelity which is why I always use them for this type of game. Anyhoo, I try to exit
the game, clearly again, not designed for PC when you need things like exit game buttons. They did however shoehorn in Esc
for exit in a very half-baked BOOM, game gone kind of way. So, Iu2019m back at the unfinished default launcher. I click on
the button config tab to configure the controls and discover that each in game action has multiple assignments for the same
action. I figure out which one is for the controller and change the d-pad to being my control choice. Did I mention that for some
strange reason the Y button is fire by default? And there is a button named fire, as-well-as buttons for fire1, fire2, fire3. So, do I
even need fire 1, 2, 3? Or just fire. Or is fire obsolete? And not fire1, fire2, and fire3? Oh, and there is a jump button. Now, I
only played this game for ten minutes, mostly in the launcher, so maybe you can jump in this spaceship shooter. I have my
doubts. It really is just a last minute, u201cHey, PC gaming is a thing lets make some money from those losersu201d, kind of
game. Hereu2019s a funny thing. After I changed the controls, up was down and down was up on the menu, haha. No way to
rectify this either. Hilarious. I might take my refund and throw it in a pond so that it doesnu2019t feel like such a waste.
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